Leanne has kindly asked me to write this blog and give some of my knowledge. I’m Annabelle and I
run Canine Elite Outlet. An online shop with all things dog, focussing on natural treats, food,
supplements, interactive toys and training equipment. I’ve been in the pet sales industry for nearly 4
years now and have gained a wealth of knowledge over those years from this and from my own dogs
who have had their fair share of dietary related issues

Do you ever stop and look at the ingredients in the treats you use for your dog? Have you considered
how these ingredients can impact the training you do?
With so many brands of treats and new ones popping up all of the time it can be a minefield to know
what you are feeding your dog. Some clever marketing by companies may lead you to believe that
you are feeding a high quality treat but in reality it is a low quality treat with high quality packaging
and marketing
When looking at ingredients here is a list of things you should avoid when looking for suitable
training treats (or food) for your dog:
●

Meat Derivatives – This is a blanket term. Often seen as Meat & Animal Derivatives. This
means that it contains any animal part including beak, claws, hooves, bones and any offcuts
that would not be suitable for human consumption. Often with this, it will not state what
animal it came from, and likely a mixture of animals which is no good for a dog with
intolerances

●

●

●

Sugar – Dog’s don’t need sugar in their diet and it can act the same way as it does with
humans. It can make them hyper. Now, if you are trying to train your dog, the last thing you
want to do is fuel their energy and make them hyper with sugar
Colours – Colours are added into food and treats for people only. The dogs won’t see the
colour and it is often used to entice people in with bright colours making it look healthier for
the dog but often it's not. Colours are an added extra in treats and the same as colours used
in human food can have side effects like hyperactivity
Cereals – Cereals are used as cheap fillers in treats to bulk them out and bind them together.
They have little to no nutritional value to the dogs. Often found in bulk mass produced
products to keep the costs of production down, but in doing this it lowers the quality of the
treat. Cereals is also a blanket term which doesn’t state what the actual cereal is that is
included

A training treat should be high value and something
your dog is willing to work for, not just a piece of
kibble or a gravy bone. Training treats should be small
so they don’t fill the dog up. Soft treats work well as
you can break them up. The higher the meat content,
the higher value it is to your dog. However, it needs to
be real meat not derivatives.

Ideally look for treats that are 100% meat and of a single protein source, It’s a good idea to have
several different treats and switch them around so your dog gets variety. When using treats, high
meat treats are classed as high value to your dog. They are more willing to work for them and want
them as a reward. Think if you offered your dog a piece of steak or a rice cake which one would your
dog want more? It’s the same for treats. Having treats that your dog wants to work for improves
training for both you and your dog as the dog is more willing to participate and engage with you.

There’s a wide range of interactive toys that you can buy or make for your dog. Interactive toys are
important in keeping your dog mentally active and great for when they are recovering from injury or
if the weather is bad which prevents longer walks
A lot of interactive toys involve food. This can be a benefit as you can feed your dog’s daily food in
them making their meals last longer and meal times more exciting than just eating from a bowl
You have active interactive toys. These are ones the dog has to move around to get food out, so
things like treat balls and wobblers. Great for dogs who love to move and chase things. These are
good for dry food
Stationary toys. These are the likes of snuffle mats and lickimats. These keep your dog in one place
and are great for dogs who love to use their nose to sniff and find things

You have brain games. These have things that dogs have to lift, pull or move to gain access to the
food. These get your dogs brain thinking as most can be made progressively harder for the dog and it
keeps their mind active

Then you have food stuffable toys like KONG. These can be filled with your dog’s favourite food or
treats and frozen to make them last longer. They are good for keeping a dog busy and content
With interactive toys the key is to introduce them to your dog and show them what to do first. Try
not to let your dog get frustrated by them, they are not designed to be really hard for your dog. They
are designed for fun
There are plenty of other ways you can add some fun to your dog's life without having to buy things.
You can sprinkle their food in the grass to sniff out, let them sniff on walks and let them lead the
way, you can use daily household products like used loo or kitchen roll tubes, or egg boxes to hide
treats. You can create snuffle boxes with cardboard boxes and packaging (a great idea for Christmas
is to fill a box with used wrapping paper, glitter free!) , throw some treats in and let your dog find
them and chew the cardboard.
Using interactive toys can help prevent boredom by providing some enrichment and giving dogs an
outlet. If you have a dog that likes to destroy things, give them something they are allowed to
destroy. If you have a dog that likes digging, make them a sandpit to dig in. If your dog likes to follow
scent trails on walks, look into scentwork or mantrailing as a suitable outlet for their nose

